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Populist radical-right parties (PRRPs) were once considered “fringe parties” condemned

to permanent opposition. Their electoral success, so it was argued, would be short-lived,

especially once in office, when the party would face complex policy challenges

and become accused of overpromising. However, PRRPs have now joined coalition

governments in many countries, without suffering voter losses. This raises the question

of how PRRPs managed to break through this “glass ceiling.” In this conceptual paper

we review research seeking to identify a “winning formula.” We argue that in order

to make progress we need to avoid unhelpful “either-or” thinking, and capture the

interplay between demand-side factors (reasons why voters become attracted to PRRPs)

and supply-side factors (the things PRRPs do to increase their electoral appeal). More

specifically, we propose a new integrative analytical framework, one that enables us to

study the way in which supply- and demand-side factors interact and reinforce each

other. We conclude this paper by emphasizing the importance of accounting for the

interaction between supply and demand. It is only in this way that we can enhance our

capacity to account for the powerful ways in which PRRP leaders persuade voters that

they alone can solve society’s most pressing problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Populist Radical Right Parties1 (PRRPs) made a remarkable comeback in Western Europe in the
mid-1980s. Many of these parties managed to “shake off” their old thuggish far-right image, and
became regarded as a more acceptable alternative to mainstream parties. Once rebranded, parties
like France’s Rassemblement National, previously known as Front National (FN), began to attract
a larger share of the vote in local and national elections. However, the gains typically fell short to
warrant a place in (coalition) government, and commentators could thus continue to describe these
parties as “too radical” and therefore “destined to permanent opposition.”

1There is lively ongoing debate, in the populism literature, about definitions. In this paper, we use the term “populism” to refer
to a thin-centered ideology that considers society to be separated into two homogenous and antagonistic groups, namely “the
pure people” and “the corrupt elite” (Mudde, 2007, p. 23), and the term “Populist Radical Right Parties” (PRRP) to refer to a
family of parties that share a core ideology that includes (at least) a combination of nativism, authoritarianism, and populism
(Mudde, 2014, p. 218).
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All this changed more recently, when PRRPs suddenly proved
capable of securing significant electoral gains. For example, the
Dutch Partij voor de Vrijheid (PVV) secured a major victory in
2010, securing 24 seats in national parliament with 15.4% of the
vote, and becoming the third largest party in the country. Indeed,
the party was deemed a serious contender for a place in coalition
government. However, the Christian Democrats (CDA) refused
to grant PVV cabinet membership, and the party ended up
supporting the newly formed government via a “confidence and
supply” pact, thereby remaining in spirit in opposition. Likewise,
in 2015, Denmark’sDansk Folkeparti (DP) won 37 of the 179 seats
in national parliament, securing 21.1% of votes, and becoming
the second-largest party in the country. Like the PVV, DP ended
up agreeing to a confidence and supply pact instead of a place
in government. In fact it was the fourth time DP entered into a
confidence and supply agreement (2001, 2005, 2007, 2015), and
although the party lost significant ground in the 2019 national
elections, the party is one of many examples of PRRPs securing
significant electoral gains in recent years.

Even clearer examples of PRRPs securing major electoral
gains are Hungary’s Fidesz, which won 49.3% of votes in the
2018 elections, and Poland’s Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (PIS), which
secured 43.6% in the 2019 elections. A further case in point is
Marine Le Pen’s strong showing in France’s 2017 Presidential
elections. Le Pen secured 21.3% of the vote in the first round,
and 33.9% in the second round as leader of Front National,
the forerunner of today’s Rassemblement National (RN). Once
we consider the steady rise of populist parties with a nativist
anti-immigration agenda, and the current level of support these
parties enjoy in many Western countries, it is hardly surprising
that many mainstream right-wing parties have begun to adopt a
more nativist rhetoric and policy stance, in the hope of retaining
voters who might otherwise switch to more radical populist
alternatives (Meguid, 2008; see also Wagner and Meyer, 2017;
Abou-Chadi and Krause, 2020). As Wear (2008) has shown, this
pattern was witnessed in Australia, where the Liberal Party of
Australia (LPA) took over many of the themes first popularized
by Pauline Hanson’s more radical One Nation party.

Australia is not the only country to have witnessed the
mainstreaming of nativist narratives. A similar process occurred
in the UK in the lead-up to the 2016 Brexit referendum,
when the Conservative-backed “Leave” campaign resorted to
scare tactics to instill fear of immigration, thus framing the
referendum effectively as a vote on immigration. Although
campaign “Remain” and campaign “Leave” both used scare
tactics to persuade voters (Schmidt, 2017), it was “fear for
immigration” that decided the result (Goodwin and Milazzo,
2017). Likewise, in the U.S., it was Donald Trump who, during
his successful bid for the U.S. presidency, showed the world
that nativism and anti-establishment rhetoric continue to have
electoral appeal.

As researchers have shown, not all right-wing mainstream
parties fall victim to nativist “contagion” (Rooduijn et al., 2014;
van Spanje, 2018). However, in our view there are nonetheless
some preliminary conclusions that can be drawn from these
cases, namely: (a) that PRRPs have gained significant ground in
many countries that were once regarded stable democracies, (b)

that right-wing mainstream parties often (though not always)
react to the rise of PRRPs by adopting a similar stance, and
(c) that, if left unchallenged, this can lead to a gradual shift
to the right in all mainstream parties’ stance on immigration,
multiculturalism and international cooperation.

EXPLAINING ELECTORAL SUCCESS

When PRRPs rise in popularity, more mainstream right-wing
parties typically respond by hardening their own stance on issues
like immigration and multiculturalism (Williams, 2006; Meguid,
2008; Wagner and Meyer, 2017; Abou-Chadi, 2018). However,
this convergence strategy does not necessarily diminish the
appeal of radical-right movements and anti-immigration parties.
For instance, the UK Independence Party (UKIP) increased its
share of the overall vote in general elections significantly (from
3.1% in 2010 to 12.6% in 2015), this despite Conservative Prime
Minister David Cameron aligning his party with UKIP in 2013,
by promising an in-out referendum after renegotiating the UK’s
relationship with the EU. It thus seems far from guaranteed that
this convergence strategy will have its intended effect and reduce
the electoral appeal of PRRPs.

There is another process that does not seem to hinder the
success of PRRPs, which is PRRPs tendency to overpromise
(Papadopoulos, 2000). While overpromising may help newly
established PRRPs in opposition, as it will help to attract media
attention and increase the party’s popularity among disgruntled
voters keen to cast a protest vote, one would expect the strategy to
no longer work once in office, when the party is expected to help
find policy solutions that will work, and can be implemented.
The idea of “success in opposition, failure in government” makes
perfect logical sense, and it underpinned the so-called “inclusion-
moderation thesis” (Heinisch, 2003). However, here too there is
mounting evidence to the contrary, with research showing PRRPs
remain popular and do not soften their stance once in office
(Albertazzi andMcDonnell, 2015; see also Akkerman et al., 2016).
Indeed, as several authors have noted, it is PRRPs’ willingness to
resort to radical scare tactics that gives these parties a competitive
advantage and considerable control over their own popularity
and electoral destiny (Ignazi, 2003; Carter, 2005; Goodwin, 2006).
Why then does a convergence strategy by mainstream parties not
take the wind out of the sails of PRRPs? And why are PRRPs
that suddenly find themselves in power not “pulled up” on not
delivering on their ambitious promises?

The existing literature provides partial answers to such
questions. For example, researchers found that PRRPs radicalize
further when mainstream parties align themselves (Wagner and
Meyer, 2017). Such studies serve as a useful reminder that
PRRPs simultaneously “read” and “shape” public sentiments
(by repositioning the party vis-à-vis competitor parties, and by
adopting counter narratives), and that PRRP support is more
dynamic and context-dependent than often assumed. Research
to date has tended to focus on disentangling factors mediating
PRRP support in relation to either demand-side (i.e., why the
public is attracted to PRRPs) or supply-side factors (i.e., how
PRRP parties and their leaders position themselves to attract
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votes). While useful, in our view it is time to step up efforts to
integrate insights and avoid unhelpful “either-or” thinking, and
capture both demand-side and supply-side factors.

As Golder (2016, p. 477) notes, PRRP researchers “must
recognize the interaction between demand-side and supply-side
factors in their empirical analyses.” We agree wholeheartedly.
However, without a conceptual roadmap, there will remain
considerable risk of researchers gradually slipping back into
either-or thinking. We propose a new model (“roadmap”) in the
hope that this will help to remedy this tendency (Figure 1).

In the remainder of this article, we will review existing
knowledge of demand-side and supply side research, and
consider ways in which the two interact. Before doing so,
a few pointers that will help to understand the logic of
the below model. As a starting point to the model is the
proposition that strategic party positioning at the supply side
(top part of Figure 1) involves PRRPs (like mainstream parties)
simultaneously “reading” and “shaping” voter sentiment. We
then propose that some societal events will trigger fear and/or
anger and increase the appeal of PRRPs automatically (e.g.,
Jihadist terrorist attacks), while other events can be framed
as representing an outgroup threat and subsequently increase
the appeal of PRRPs (e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic). Once we
accept that PRRPs can induce demand by framing all kinds of
societal issues as outgroup threats or opportunities, and that
PRRPs will read the public mood to identify issues that are
increasing the appeal of PRRPs automatically and issues that
can be framed as a threat or opportunity (and as a reason to
vote PRRP), then it becomes clear (a) that there is a feedback
loop between “supply” and “demand,” (b) that PRRPs use
supply techniques (e.g., ideological framing, alarmist narratives)
to induce demand, and (c) that “demand” is therefore best
regarded as a mixture of spontaneous and cultivated grievances.
What is more, once we accept this feedback loop exists, it
becomes clear that we also need to treat PRRP manifestos with
caution, and recognize that they are both, attempts to read
voter sentiments and attempts to shape the public discourse and
voter sentiments.

In sum, there is now a large body of research examining
either demand- or supply-side factors, but a problematic shortage
in research exploring the link between the two (Golder, 2016).
Indeed, most scholars will agree that we should avoid “either-or”
thinking, that demand and supply are two sides of the same coin,
and that the two sides should be studied in conjunction. However,
this is not what happens in actual practice. Before providing
specific suggestions with regards to how the interplay between
demand- and supply can be studied, it might be good to begin
with a more detailed overview of demand-side explanations, so as
to appreciate the rather limited explanatory and predictive power
of “pure” demand-side explanations to explain PRRP success.

DEMAND-SIDE EXPLANATIONS

What underpins demand-side research is the (tacit) idea of
an automatic, unmediated link between objective living and
working conditions (e.g., unemployment level, immigration

intake, disposable household income, level of education) and
the electoral appeal of PRRPs. As Rydgren (2007, p. 247)
points out, the explanations on offer in this line of research
are almost all based on the idea that PRRP voting is fuelled
by “grievances,” such as declining wages, increased competition
for jobs or housing, or fear of cultural dilution due to
immigration. Demand-side researchers will typically attribute
any changes in PRRP popularity as reflecting changes in objective
socio-economic conditions. That is, if those grievances remain
unchanged because economic conditions do not improve, and
mainstream parties seem unable to turn things around, the
electorate will gravitate toward those parties that promise a
better future, regardless of whether these parties deliver on those
promises or not.

Broadly speaking, demand-side research focuses on voter
“grievances,” and the grievances that have so far been identified
as providing “fertile soil” for PRRP support are (a) economic
deprivation, (b) rising economic inequality, (c) resistance to
immigration, (d) cultural anxiety, and (e) cultural backlash.
Although demand-side researchers will acknowledge that these
explanations are not mutually exclusive, in practice research
tends to be motivated by eagerness to identify which of these
“competing variables” best explains PRRP voting, i.e., carries
most causal weight on PRRP voting.

Economic Anxiety
There appears widespread consensus among lay commentators
that economic downturns heighten working-class deprivation,
frustration, aggression, eagerness to “lash out” to minorities
and immigrants, and likelihood of PRRP voting. Indeed, the
catchphrase “losers of globalization in rust-belt states” conveys
this logic, and it was used time and again as shorthand by
journalists trying to offer a plausible explanation for PRRP
election success, for Donald Trump’s popularity during the 2016
Presidential election campaign, and for the surprise 2016 UK
Brexit “Leave” referendum result.

What is remarkable, though, is that there is in fact relatively
little empirical evidence to back up the “losers of globalization”
thesis. To be sure, some studies found (partial) evidence for
economic anxieties driving PRRP voting (e.g., Niedermayer,
1990; see also Betz, 1994; Jackman and Volpert, 1996). However,
there are many more studies that do not find a clear relationship
between such indicators and PRRP voting (Lubbers et al., 2002;
Mols and Jetten, 2017). Once we consider the entire body of
research examining this link, it not only becomes clear that the
evidence for the economic anxiety thesis is rather mixed and
inconclusive (Mudde, 2007), but also that we have reasons to
doubt the more mechanical versions of the economic anxiety
thesis (Inglehart and Norris, 2016), according to which there
would be an automatic link between socio-economic downturns
and surges in PRRP voting.

This raises the question of why, despite so much evidence to
the contrary, we remain so wedded to the idea of a link between
deteriorating socio-economic conditions and PRRP voting. We
suspect this may be due to the rather strong influence of Marxian
social theory on social movement studies, manifesting in a
preoccupation with those at the bottom of the social ladder and
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FIGURE 1 | An integrative model of PRRP support: Capturing the interplay between supply (i.e., how PRRPs and their leaders position themselves vis-à-vis the

electorate) and demand (i.e., public interest in PRRPs).

the question of how they will respond to growing economic
hardship. Indeed, the same (materialist) logic also underpins how
popular textbooks about Nazi Germany explain the rise of Adolf
Hitler and the NSDAP party. Here too, we are often presented
with popular accounts suggesting it was those at the bottom of
the social ladder who supported the NSDAP because they were
most affected by the fallout of the Great Depression (e.g., mass-
unemployment, hyperinflation) and experienced most economic
hardship. Perhaps this widespread belief that it was blue-collar
workers in Germany who were most attracted to the NSDAP
should not surprise us. After all, Hitler’s party was named
the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (the National
Socialist Workers Party), and it is hence easy to jump to
conclusions and to interpret the party’s success as evidence of
popularity among deprived workers (Geary, 2002).

We may buy into this assumption and hold working class
voters responsible for Hitler’s rise to power. However, it is
clear from analyses of NSDAP voting patterns in 1930s Weimar
Germany that this would be the wrong conclusion. In fact, what
analyses of voting patterns revealed was that Hitler’s NSDAP
attracted large proportions of voters in regions with healthy
economies (O’Loughlin et al., 1995; Geary, 2002), in wealthy
city precincts (Hamilton, 1983), and among middle-class voters
(Lipset, 1960; Childers, 1976; Fritz, 1987, p. 394; Madden,
1987). Indeed, what these analyses showed is that the NSDAP

was remarkably popular among relatively well-to-do “farmers,
shopkeepers and artisans” (Falter, 1981; Fritz, 1987), also referred
to as the “petite bourgeoisie” (Kleibürgertum). These findings
formed the basis of the “Middle-Class Thesis” (Mittelstand
Thesis), with subsequent analyses revealing the NSDAP is best
regarded as a classless party, able to attract support from all social
strata (Mühlberger, 1980; Childers, 1983; Hamilton, 1983).

It would of course be a stretch to liken the NSDAP, with its
outright fascist agenda, with a contemporary PRRP. However,
in our view it is nonetheless important to recall the findings of
research into NSDAP support, this is because the Nazi experience
continues to color the lens through which lay commentators tend
to view the rising popularity of PRRPs.

The same idea, or rather myth, of poor working-class voters
flocking to radical right wing politicians during economic
downturns can also be found in many popular accounts of
the recent rise in support for PRRPs, as well as in the way
journalists typically describe “the typical” Trump voter or Brexit
supporter. Here too we see a clear mismatch between lay
understandings of PRRP success and support, and research
evidence obtained through systematic analyses. Indeed, as recent
“Wealth Paradox” research showed, PRRPs tend to attract
disproportionate numbers of well-to-do middle-class voters
(Mols and Jetten, 2017). The findings of this research align well
with earlier studies into support for PRRPs, which revealed that
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personal and household income are indeed poor predictors for
PRRP voting (Norris, 2005; Mudde, 2007). A similar “jumping
to conclusions” pattern could be witnessed in the aftermath
of the 2016 UK Brexit referendum, when commentators were
quick to attribute the result (a win for “Leave”) to “deprived
workers” and “white van drivers” in deprived midlands areas.
However, subsequent analyses revealed that support for leaving
the European Union (EU) was in actual fact stronger among
middle-class voters than working-class voters (Dorling, 2016;
Antonucci et al., 2017).

These findings have also been found in empirical studies.
Researchers examining xenophobia and outgroup hostility
experimentally found that both relative deprivation and relative
gratification can enhance outgroup hostility. This effect became
known in intergroup relations research as the V-Curve (Grofman
and Muller, 1973; Guimond and Dambrun, 2002). This V-
Curve effect was replicated in more recent experimental research
into support for support of anti-immigration messages, and the
findings of this work suggest that PRRPs will be able to attract two
kinds of voters simultaneously, namely relatively deprived voters
who experience economic hardship and/or anxiety, and relatively
gratified voters in more fortunate socio-economic circumstances
(Jetten et al., 2015).

Of relevance here too is mounting evidence from different
fields of study (e.g., research into charitable giving, pro-social
behavior) suggesting that acquiring greater wealth does not
automatically translate into more relaxed attitudes, generosity or
pro-social behavior. On the contrary, the findings of this research
suggest that the privileged tend to become harsher toward the less
fortunate (Postmes and Smith, 2009), donate less generously to
philanthropic causes (Wiepking and Breeze, 2012), and feel less
inclined to comply with social norms and rules (Piff et al., 2012).

There are several studies that can help us shed light on this
seemingly paradoxical effect. For example, researchers studying
the psychology of wealth have found that the wealthy often
experience a fear of falling (Ehrenreich, 2020; Jetten et al., 2020),
that they adjust their expectations as they move up the social
ladder and start making different wealth comparisons (Frank,
2013), and that they continue to worry about their future wealth
(Lloyd and Lloyd, 2004). This ‘fear of falling’ (e.g., Ehrenreich,
2020) has been found to be more pronounced in times when the
economy is perceived as a bubble about to burst (Jetten et al.,
2017), or when other groups appear to climb the social ladder
more rapidly (Jetten et al., 2020).

In sum, while the idea of PRRPs predominantly attracting
relatively deprived “losers of globalization in rustbelt areas”
may have captivated our collective imagination, there is robust
evidence showing that PRRPs are capable of attracting voters
experiencing relative deprivation as well as voters experiencing
relative gratification (Mols and Jetten, 2017; Jetten, 2019).
From that perspective, PRRPS may well have broken through
electorally, not because of a growing underclass of relatively
deprived voters, or because of a coherent party manifesto that
caters for those experiencing economic hardship (Mudde, 2007,
p. 119–137), but because of PRRPs’ remarkable ability to unite
“strange socio-economic bedfellows” (Evans, 2005; Ivarsflaten,
2005; Lefkofridi and Michel, 2014).

Rising Economic Inequality
A closely related explanation for the recent surge and
breakthrough of PRRPs is growing frustration about rising
inequality, in particular among voters who were once relatively
well-off, and part of the middle-class. According to this
explanation, large numbers of once relatively well-to-do, middle-
class voters started to slide into poverty and job precariousness
in the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), when the
economy slowed down under the weight of austerity measures,
and many stable jobs disappeared as a result of automation
and the rise of the “gig-economy” (Antonucci et al., 2017;
Kurer and Palier, 2019). This view gained ground as evidence
began to emerge of rapidly increasing wealth and income
inequality in many Western countries, including in countries
where governments introduced far-reaching austerity measures
(Cingano, 2014). It is hence hardly surprising if many middle-
class voters may have felt they had become the victim of a rigged
economic system, one that granted tax breaks to the super-rich
whilst imposing austerity measures on ordinary hard-working,
middle-class citizens (OECD, 2019, p. 28).

There is some evidence that economic inequality is associated
with voting for leaders who promise to fix a country’s problems,
even if the leader in question proposes to resort to undemocratic
means to do so. For instance, in a study among 28 countries
Sprong et al. (2019) found that higher economic inequality (as
indexed by the Gini coefficient) enhanced the wish for a strong
leader. Furthermore, this research provided evidence that societal
inequality enhances the perception that society is breaking down,
and that a strong leader is needed to restore order (even when
this leader is willing to challenge democratic values). Even though
the link between inequality and attraction to a populist radical
right leader was significant in this study, it was also clear that the
effect size of this relationship was rather modest, suggesting that
economic inequality is just one of the factors that might drive
support for PRRPs.

Immigration and Asylum-Seeking
A third demand-side factor to be considered when trying to
explain the electoral breakthrough of PRRPs is anxiety over
recent surges in immigration and asylum-seeker arrivals. For
example, the Syrian refugee crisis seems to have heightened
anxiety over the number of new arrivals from non-Western
countries in European countries like Hungary, Austria, and
Germany, leavingmainstream governing parties with the difficult
task of having to allay fears and to find practical solutions.
Likewise, in the U.S., refugee arrivals were on the increase
from 2011 onwards, and peaked in 2017 with ∼85,000 arrivals
being recorded that year (Blizzard and Batalova, 2019), and this
may well explain why Donald Trump’s nativist “America First”
campaign message resonated with many voters.

Once again, the idea that peaks in immigration and asylum-
seeking increase grievances makes sense. After all, peaks in
immigration/asylum-seeking not only increase competition for
scarce resources (so-called realistic conflict threat), but also
fears that the host community’s culture and identity might
become overshadowed (so-called symbolic threat). There is also
good evidence showing that PRRPs attract voters who favor
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stricter immigration policy, and whose vote for a PRRP reflects
rational/pragmatic policy preferences rather than ideology (Van
der Brug et al., 2000). The problem, though, is that concern
about immigration (and ensuing PRRP voting) often peaks in
times in which the levels of immigration and asylum-seeking is
not a cause for concern. Conversely, concern about immigration
(and corresponding PRRP voting) has been found to subside in
times in which immigration and asylum-seeking are an actual
challenge for policymakers (Mols and Jetten, 2017). The broader
lesson to emerge from research is that PRRP successes and
failures cannot simply be attributed to levels of immigration
or asylum-seeking.

Cultural Anxiety and Cultural Backlash
One final demand-side analysis focuses on the extent to which
voters feel attracted toward PRRPs because they feel that these
parties are understanding of the cultural alienation they have
experienced over time. According to the cultural backlash
thesis, those with little education in particular have not been
socialized into adopting changing ideas about society and they
feel left out and left behind culturally. As Norris and Inglehart
(2019) show in their recent book “Cultural Backlash,” in many
Western countries a new intergenerational fault line has emerged.
It is one involving a rift between younger, better-educated,
progressive populations (concentrated in urban centers) who
support progressive causes (e.g., gender equality, action on
climate change, refugee protection), and older, less well-educated,
conservative populations living in regional cities and rural
areas who resist such causes and gravitate toward PRRPs (or
mainstream party leaders using populist rhetoric) because they
feel excluded culturally.

Inglehart and Norris (2016) tested support for the cultural
backlash hypothesis and found in their analysis of different
surveys (e.g., European Social Survey) strongest support for
PRRPs among the older generation, men, those lacking college
education, and people with traditional values. This confirms
that the rise of PRRPs reflects to some extent a reaction
against a wide range of rapid cultural changes that seem to
be eroding the basic values and customs of Western society
(Inglehart and Norris, 2016).

It is important to note that opposition to immigration can
be fuelled by economic anxieties (and perceived realistic conflict
threat) or by cultural anxiety (and perceived symbolic threat) and
that the two tend to interact (Golder, 2016; Gidron and Hall,
2017; Halikiopoulou and Vlandas, 2020). It is hence not all that
useful to treat economic anxiety and cultural anxiety in a binary
“either-or” way, as alternative explanations, and more useful to
consider the many additional dimensions already identified in
the literature. For example, as Golder (2016) points out, there is
a temporal dimension (e.g., stages in PRRP success, current vs.
anticipated grievances), a geographical dimension (e.g., center-
periphery tension) a self-categorization dimension (e.g., egoistic
vs. socio-tropic concerns). Once we appreciate that, we can begin
to see that PRRP support is more dynamic and multifaceted than
typically assumed, and, more importantly here, that voters can be
attracted to PRRPs for a combination of different reasons.

Taking Stock
Nevertheless, despite evidence that economic conditions,
economic inequality, immigration levels, cultural anxiety, and
cultural backlash all matter when it comes to understanding
support for PRRPs, it is also clear that such demand-side factors
can only provide a partial account of the rise in popularity
of PRRPs in many Western countries. Moreover, it becomes
clear from this review that the popularity of PRRPs cannot
be attributed in a mechanistic way to objective social and/or
macro-economic trends. At times, relationships between support
for PRRPs and macro-economic trends are more complex,
non-linear, or absent altogether.

Indeed, if there were a direct/automatic link between
“objective trends and events” and “voter preferences” then it
would seem feasible to develop sophisticated statistical models
to predict election results with great precision. After all, the
challenge would then merely be to improve our modeling of the
way in which societal developments impact different groups of
voters. However, it is clear from the contrast between the large
volume of studies that try to do exactly that, and the many
surprise election result in recent years, that we are no closer to
predicting election results now than, say, a decade ago.

Therefore, rather than continue searching for an automatic
link between objective social and/or macro-economic trends and
PRRP voting (focusing on who votes when for PRRPs), it makes
more sense to broaden our analyses and to also examine the
supply-side factors. What do PRRPs and their leaders do to make
their party look like the solution to grievances? We will explore
these supply-side factors in greater detail in the next section, and
link them to our proposed model to help us integrate the findings
of demand- and supply-side research.

SUPPLY-SIDE EXPLANATIONS

Supply-side researchers focus their attention on strategies used
by PRRPs to actively increase their electoral appeal (e.g.,
strategic party positioning, party organization, leadership style,
media messaging). As we will discuss in more detail below,
a large proportion of supply-side research studies strategic
party positioning using party manifestos, and is geared toward
identifying PRRPs’ “winning formula.” Supply-side researchers
will typically agree in principle that suboptimal socio-economic
conditions will provide “fertile soil” for PRRPs, but treat this
as a background condition, and focus instead on the way in
which PRRPs position themselves vis-à-vis other parties seeking
to capitalize on dissatisfaction about worsening socio-economic
conditions. Some supply-side research goes a step further and
focuses on the ability of PRRP leaders to shape the way in which
voters interpret socio-economic events and trends. However,
such interpretative supply-side studies are few and far between,
and form a minority within the much larger body of supply-
side research studying strategic party positioning using party
manifestos. From this supply point of view, PRRPs’ success can
be explained by creative reframing of the economic context
whereby the message of the PRRP is salient and in the public eye,
precisely because they do not shy away from overpromising and
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are not held back by such reality constraints as more mainstream
parties are.

Above we explored what can be described as “pure
demand-side” explanations, namely explanations that view
“voter preferences” as shaped by political and socio-economic
developments “out there” in society. We also considered
the kinds of psychological effects these developments may
have on voter preferences, thereby focusing on different
kinds of grievances, and conceiving these grievances as the
spontaneous (rather than induced or cultivated) reactions to
these developments. However, what should not be forgotten is
a second strand of PRRP supply-side research, which focuses on
the things PRRPs actively do to influence voter perceptions.

Supply-side PRRP researchers not only examine what PRRPs
and PRRP leaders do to influence voter perceptions, but also
whether such attempts have an effect on voter preferences.
However, it is of course easier to document what PRRPs do
to influence voter preferences, than to ascertain the effect such
efforts have on voter preferences, and this is because voter
preferences are subject to all kinds of pressures, not just party
positioning and party messaging. Nonetheless, thanks to a
growing body of supply-side research, we now have considerable
knowledge about the ways in which PRRPs seek to enhance their
electoral appeal.

Supply-side research can be subdivided into two sub-strands.
The first, which appears most well-known, is research into
strategic party positioning. As scholars working in this tradition
have shown, PRRPs will scan the horizon for “vacant electoral
space” and position themselves strategically vis-à-vis competitors
(using their party manifesto). A second strand of supply-side
research goes a step further and argues that PRRPs and their
leaders use creative narratives to create “new electoral space.”
According to this more radical second strand, radical right
leaders have a remarkable capacity to turn relatively mundane
policy issues into perceived existential threats (Mols, 2012; Hogan
and Haltinner, 2015; Moffitt, 2015; Cramer, 2016; Stoica, 2017;
Wodak, 2017, 2019; Hochschild, 2018).

In our view, both supply-side strands have merit. After
all, PRRPs will indeed have to position themselves vis-à-vis
competitors and make strategic decisions in the process, and it
is at the same time clear that PRRPs will not hesitate to create
or perpetuate fake news and conspiracy theories if they feel this
might benefit them electorally. Leaders have an important role to
play in this process. Nonetheless, what is lacking in this research
is acknowledgment that (as shown in Figure 1) supply affects
demand, but that demand also further influences supply, as
PRRPs will play into existing fears by framing issues as outgroup
threats. Before elaborating that point, we will discuss the various
supply-side perspectives in more detail.

PRRPs Moving Into Vacant Electoral Space
Like their more mainstream counterparts, PRRPs will try their
best to position themselves strategically vis-à-vis competitors and
adopt a manifesto that will offer the party the best chance to win
over voters (Akkerman et al., 2016). As Downs (1957) showed
in his seminal work on the “Median Voter Theorem” (MVT),
in majoritarian systems, mainstream left- and right-wing parties
will be inclined tomove to the center in the lead up to elections, as

this increases their chances of securing a winning majority. This
will in turn create vacant space at the radical (left- and right-)
fringes, which PRRPs will be able to fill (Figueira, 2018).

This reasoning fits well with one of the more commonly
heard explanations for the recent surge and breakthrough of
PRRPs. Here, the reasoning is that PRRPs have been able to
fill the “vacant elector space” that started to open up in the
1980s, when many left-wing parties started to move to the center
and embrace a more centrist “third-way” socio-economic stance.
This, so the argument typically goes, enabled PRRPs to attract
large numbers of disappointed former Labor/Social Democrat
voters, who felt their party had “sold out” and/or betrayed them.
Mainstream conservative parties, on the other hand, are said
to have responded by shifting right, in order to differentiate
their policy program from the ones offered by more centrist
left-wing competitors, and to have adopted a harsher stance on
immigration and multiculturalism in order to prevent voters
exiting and switching to hard-line PRRPs.

PRRPs Creating New Electoral Space
Of particular interest here, given our interest in explaining
electoral breakthrough, is supply-side research proposing PRRPs
may have found a “winning formula.” The term “winning
formula” was coined by Kitschelt in his research into the growing
popularity of PRRPs in German speaking European countries
(Kitschelt, 1995). The winning formula, so Kitschelt argued at
the time, was a party manifesto that combined neoliberal and
culturally exclusionist authoritarian appeals. Kitschelt’s winning
formula was well-suited to explain the growing appeal of PRRPs
in the 1980s, when it enabled PRRPs to distinguish themselves
clearly from mainstream parties. However, Kitschelt would later
revise his original winning formula (Kitschelt, 2004), when it
turned out to be less suited to explain the surge in support for
PRRPs in the 1990s as they began to adopt a more centrist socio-
economic policy stance. Kitschelt’s revised formula may not be
without flaws (De Lange, 2007). However, his work nonetheless
continues to spur PRRP researchers to search for a magic PRRP
success formula.

The main difference between Kitschelt’s original and new
winning formula was a more dynamic understanding of party
positioning and party competition, in which PRRPs were
seen to move into “vacant electoral space,” abandoned or
neglected by mainstream parties. According to Kitschelt’s new
thesis, it was a conscious strategic decision on the part of
PRRPs to abandon their neoliberal stance, and to move to
the center on socio-economic issues so the party could woo
disappointed (left- and right-wing) mainstream party voters with
exclusionist authoritarian appeals. Others have since explored
this proposition further, and there is mounting evidence that
PRRPs have discovered creative ways to unite strange socio-
economic bedfellows. We already pointed to nativist “opposition
to immigration” as a likely binding factor, and it seems
plausible that “authoritarian appeals” could also count on the
support of groups with diverging socio-economic interests.
There may be additional means by which PRRPs can try to
preserve unity among strange bedfellows. For example, as Rovny
(2013) points out, it is not inconceivable that these parties
deliberately engage in “position blurring” as a means to avoid
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scrutiny, and if that were to be the case, the unity among
strange bedfellows could be said to be illusory and based on
false consensus.

The Role of Leaders
Several PRRP researchers have examined the role of “charismatic
leadership” in the appeal of PRRPs (Van der Brug and Mughan,
2007; Weyland, 2017). PRRPs are often portrayed in the media
as owing their success to charismatic leadership, and although
PRRPs often attract disproportionate media attention, it remains
unclear to what extent PRRP successes can be attributed to
charismatic leadership (Mudde, 2007, p. 260–263). The effect
of charismatic leadership on voter preferences is difficult to
ascertain for a number reasons. First, the label “charismatic”
is rather rubbery, and often used with the benefit of hindsight
to describe leaders we know became remembered as having
exceptional win over followers. Second, those looking from the
outside may view a leader as exceptionally charismatic, but
the leader in question may be exceptionally destructive and
divisive within the organization. It is not uncommon for PRRP
leaders to have remarkable external appeal, and to simultaneously
wreak havoc in their own party. For example, in the late 1990s,
Australia’s One Nation experienced an internal power struggle
(Ben-Moshe, 2001), as did France’s Front National (Mudde,
2010), and the same fate later befell Belgium’s Vlaams Belang
(Pauwels and Haute, 2017).

PRRP scholars seem to agree that it is important to
differentiate between internal and external leadership styles, and
to pay due attention to PRRPs’ capacity to avoid infighting and
to retain internal cohesion. It will be important for all parties
to avoid internal power struggles and ensuing public relations
disasters. However, this is arguably even more important
for PRRPs, this because they rely so heavily on binary us-
them narratives (the virtuous people vs. the malicious power-
hungry elite), and because signs of internal power struggles will
undermine the credibility of messages portraying the party as
merely giving voice to “the people.” Indeed, PRRPs set high
expectations by portraying themselves as “the people’s savior”
and leaders of mainstream parties as not caring about the fate
of ordinary people, and only being in politics to advance their
personal interests.

To summarize, there is a large body of supply-side research
examining strategic party positioning. The underlying idea in
strategic positioning research is that voter preferences change
first (as a spontaneous reaction to events and trends “out there” in
society), and that PRRPs follow suit, by reading public sentiment,
and by positioning themselves strategically to woo disgruntled
voters who no longer feel catered for by mainstream parties.
Although there has been growing recognition among scholars
studying party manifestos that PRRPs not only read but also
shape public sentiment, researchers following in this research
tradition tend to show little interest in taking this into account in
their analyses. Moreover, while leaders are seen as important to
secure electoral success for PRRPs, the analysis focuses perhaps
too much on individual level characteristics of the leader and not
enough on how leaders play an active role in defining, shaping,

and creating narratives that arouse demand-side grievances
(Moffitt, 2015; Mols and Jetten, 2017; Wodak, 2019).

As we have shown elsewhere, PRRPs not only seek to “tap
into” existing grievances, they also foment new grievances (Mols
and Jetten, 2014). In our view, this has been a major challenge
in research seeking to explain the appeal of PRRPs, where
it manifests in a tendency to resort to unhelpful “either-or”
thinking. As we will explain in more detail below, in order to
make progress we will need to avoid either-or thinking, and
step up efforts to integrate our knowledge of demand-side and
supply-side factors.

LEADERS READ AND SHAPE
GRIEVANCES AND PUBLIC SENTIMENT

As we saw, scholarly debate currently focuses heavily on five
demand-side explanations relating to economic deprivation,
rising inequality, fear of immigration, cultural anxiety, and
cultural backlash. However, it should be clear from the above
that there is room for improvement with regards to how we
conceptualize voter preference formation. Whereas, authors
studying strategic party positioning tend to view voter preference
formation as the outcome of a shopping exercise, with voters
latching onto parties that deal with most of their grievances,
to enhance our understanding of why PRRPs have managed
to break through in recent years, more dynamic models are
needed. More specifically, what remains underappreciated is that
voter attitudes and preferences are in large measure shaped
by identity leadership and persuasive messaging that actively
engages with the socio-structural context as it is experienced by
the electorate.

It is clear that voter attitudes and preferences reflect a mixture
of spontaneous and cultivated sentiments and policy preferences.
This challenge is well-documented in the PRRP literature, and
populism researchers are hence well aware that PRRP leaders
both read and shape public sentiment (Rydgren, 2007; Mols,
2012). Indeed, the key question here is whether party leaders cue
voters, or whether voters cue party leaders, and this is of course
an unanswerable “chicken and egg” problem.

In our view, a number of lessons need to be heeded if
we want to understand the way politicians can sway public
opinion and subsequently harness these sentiments to secure
election wins. First, as others have noted, we need to avoid
“either-or” thinking, and focus our attention away from isolating
variables toward studying the relationship between variables.
Second, as shown in Figure 1, we propose using a more refined
conceptual framework for thinking about supply-side factors. In
our thinking, we distinguish between PRRPs’ efforts to adjust
to changes in voter demand “out there in society” (i.e., reading
spontaneous grievances), and PRRPs’ efforts to influence voter
sentiment and induce demand by framing societal challenges in
particular ways (cultivating grievances to increase demand). In
addition, PRRPs will try to gauge whether their efforts to shape
public sentiment have been successful, and use this assessment
to decide whether to abandon or increase attention for the issue
in question. In other words, PRRPs may be flexible in how they
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position themselves, and they might move either to the left or
right of the political spectrum in their attempt to capture as many
voters as possible. However, what should not be overlooked is that
these parties play an active role in shaping public sentiment and
inducing demand. To do so would be to overlook an important
supply-side factor (ideological framing) and to underestimate the
normative influence successful PRRPs can exert.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Rather than to review the state of the art in the PRRP literature,
the aim of this paper is to advance a more refined conceptual
understanding of PRRP support. More specifically, what remains
poorly integrated is PRRPs capacity to induce/cultivate demand.
In this section we will provide concrete examples of research
into threat narratives and their effect on the electoral appeal of
PRRPs. As we will see, the problem facing us is not so much
a shortage in research findings, but limited progress integrating
these specific (supply-side) insights into the broader field of
populism and nativism research, which until now has remained
divided into two more or less separate fields, namely demand-
and supply research.

Our analysis proposes a more dynamic account of the way that
supply- and demand-side factors interact and jointly determine
the electoral success of the PRRP. How then does this work?
There is some evidence for the interplay of these processes
in previous research whereby PRRP researchers analyzed the
narratives PRRPs use to increase their electoral appeal. As
several scholars have shown, such narratives follow a familiar
pattern, and pit “the virtuous people” against “the malicious
elite” (Mudde, 2007; Moffitt, 2016). It is also widely accepted
that PRRPs tend to scapegoat minorities, and that they use scare
tactics in their narratives, blaming them for economic downturn
and culture change in society. The overall picture that emerges
from this body of research is one that depicts PRRPs and PRRP
leaders as effective “scaremongers” capable of fuelling demand
(Pisoiu and Ahmed, 2016).

Interestingly, by focusing on shared grievances, PRRP leaders
read the social context and frame issues, creating a sense of
shared victimhood, and use this sense of shared victimhood to
unite strange socio-economic bedfellows. For example, it has
become clear from analyses of PRRP leader speeches that PRRP
leaders in different countries use the same narrative, a narrative
that portrays society as embroiled in a conflict involving not
two, but three groups, namely (1) the virtuous people, (2) the
malicious leftist urban elite, and (3) migrants, refugees and other
minorities, which are being portrayed as the malicious elite’s
clientele (Mols and Jetten, 2014). More specifically, what these
analyses revealed was that immigrants and asylum-seekers are
portrayed as benefiting from a rigged system and as a group that
enjoys protection and privileges (granted by the malicious urban
leftist elite). By framing society in this way, and by portraying
minorities as “well-looked after,” PRRP leaders are able to frame
“ordinary hard-working families” as the real victims, rather than
immigrants, refugees, and other minorities. Indeed, the end
conclusion of this standard narrative can be summarized as

“the elite gain credit for constantly showing generosity, but it is
ordinary hard-working families who are footing the bill.”

Likewise, research examining PRRP leader speeches revealed
how PRRP leaders use nationalist nostalgia, speaking to collective
grievances to promote the hardening of social norms. More
specifically, this research showed that PRRP leaders use a
remarkably similar sequential “no-guts- no glory” narrative,
according to which (a) “the nation’s glory has been lost,” (b) “the
urban leftist elite is to blame,” (c) “restauration of the nation’s
glory will require matching previous generations’ ability to be
tough and unflinching,” (d) “the only leader capable of securing
old glory is the person standing before you, and (e) “vote for me,
and follow me into battle” (Mols and Jetten, 2014). The main
advantage of analyzing speeches in this more detailed way is
that it becomes clear that PRRP leaders do more than merely
exaggerate or scaremonger. Rather, they carefully choose the way
in which they categorize potential voters (“working families”),
and rather than focus exclusively on the economic anxieties
of blue-collar workers, they use narratives that enable large
sections of the electorate (including relatively well-off middle
class voters) to feel as though they are the victims of a rigged
society and economy.

As we saw, it is now widely accepted that PRRPs have a
remarkable ability to unite strange socio-economic bedfellows.
Researches examining strategic party positioning have explored
whether this ability to cater for different constituencies can be
attributed to strategic choices in party manifesto. In our view,
this is a pertinent question worth investigating further. However,
our hunch is that PRRPs’ ability to unite strange bedfellows does
not stem from such choices, but from PRRP leaders’ remarkably
crafty “identity entrepreneurship” (Reicher and Hopkins, 2000)
and “identity leadership” (Steffens et al., 2014). As many studies
have shown, empathy and shared social identification are a
prerequisite for persuasion, and from that perspective one would
expect voters to only take an interest in a party’s manifesto once
they have embraced this party as “their” party (Turner, 1991).

In an ongoing search for a “winning formula,” PRRP leaders
use carefully crafted narratives in which ordinary working
families (rather than working class people) are being framed
as the real victims of an allegedly rigged society. By using the
categorization “working families” rather than “working class
families,” and by portraying “the elite” as passionate advocates
of immigration and multiculturalism who are (financially and
culturally) out of touch with ordinary working families, PRRP
leaders cast the net widely, and enable both low- and middle-
income earners to feel as though they have all been left behind
financially and culturally. This may explain why their narrative
may appeal to such a diverse range of voters. After all, the claim
that ordinary working families have been forgotten will have
appeal among those already suffering economic hardship as well
as those who fear that their privileged position will be lost in
future (because they fear for their wealth, because of increasing
societal inequality, or because of culture change due to rising
numbers of immigrants).

This is perhaps the reason why PRRPs use “opposition to
immigration” as a rallying cry to unite groups with opposing
socio-economic interests. More specifically, research has shown
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that “immigration” is the overarching policy issue for PRRPs
(Ivarsflaten, 2008, p. 18), that PRRPs have come to “own” the
issue of “immigration” (Van der Brug and Fennema, 2003, p. 69),
and that PRRPs know that voters will evaluate the party on their
performance in this particular policy domain (Akkerman and de
Lange, 2012, p. 579).

Finally, it would be useful to examine the extent and ways
in which PRRPs use social media to simultaneously gauge
how voters react to certain issues/events (spontaneous public
sentiments) and how voters respond to different ways in which
the issue/event can be framed (attempts to cultivate grievances
and induce demand). Although obtaining evidence of such
practices may not be straightforward (since PRRPs may prefer
keep their campaign strategies secret), it would be highly
informative to witness and document such practices, since it
would provide us with direct evidence of the above-mentioned
feedback loop, and of “demand” being partly spontaneous and
partly induced/cultivated.

The Role of the Media
It is clear from research examining PRRP party manifestos that
PRRPs have no coherent socio-economic program, and that
socio-economic matters are secondary for these parties (Mudde,
2007, p. 119–137). This finding might surprise those who view
PRRPs in a stereotypical way, as parties primarily attracting
uneducated blue-collar workers, but it becomes less surprising
once we consider the important role that the media plays in
helping PRRPs with their messaging.

Although PRRPs may raise valid concerns, it is clear from this
line of supply-side research that, by using alarmist narratives,
PRRPs are able to attract disproportionate media attention and
shape the public discourse. A case in point here is PRRPs’
sustained attack on “political correctness.” Even if we accept that
there are instances that can be described as “political correctness
gone crazy,” and that such instances merit further investigation
or correcting, it is an example of a rather mundane issue ending
up attracting disproportionate attention and triggering “public
outcry.” Indeed, PRRP leaders are not only notorious “merchants
of doubt” (e.g., undermining faith in research evidence) but also
remarkable “merchants of phantom problems,” and what helps
these parties to attract attention to phantom problems is the fact
that the mass media are often more than happy to give such
narratives airtime, amplifying the message in the process.

Moreover, PRRPs go to great lengths gauging how voters
might interpret societal developments (i.e., spontaneous
grievances that emerge from events that trigger threat), and
the fact that they too hire media advisors (or “spin doctors”) to
help frame issues and craft messages (see feedback loop from
“reading” to “shaping” voter sentiment in Figure 1) suggests that
they are well aware that voters’ preferences can be influenced, and
that the media have considerable control over how voters will
view their party. The question, though, is what impact carefully
crafted messages have on actual voting behavior. We know
from controlled laboratory experiments examining individual-
level determinants that populist messages increase cynicism,
in particular among those already sympathetic to a PRRP
(Rooduijn et al., 2017), and that messages conveying symbolic
threat exerts a stronger effect on anti-immigration attitudes

than those conveying economic threats (Schmuck and Matthes,
2017). However, such experiments do not fully capture collective
meaning-making processes, and this is why the findings of such
experiments often have limited ecological validity.

Those studying the effect of the media (and media messages)
on populist radical right attitudes seem well-aware of the need to
account for collective-level factors. For example, Boomgaarden
and Vliegenthart (2007) studied the effects of news reports
on immigration on PRRP voting in the Netherlands, thereby
controlling for real-world events, and the findings of this study
suggest that such news reports do indeed increase PRRP voting.
Although this study has been criticized on methodological
grounds (Pauwels, 2010), in our view it is encouraging that media
and communication researchers are moving beyond (overly
reductionist) single-cause explanations, and are looking for ways
to integrate insights. We hope that the model we have presented
in this paper will serve as a roadmap for such efforts.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As several authors noted, the populist and/or nativist “radical-
right” has attracted disproportionate scholarly attention, and
there is hence no shortage of articles and books about “right-
wing populism.” A Google Scholar search for publications on
the topic will reveal there are now ∼265,000 sources mentioning
the term “populism,” and although this number needs to be
treated with caution (as the number may be inflated by the
inclusion of sources on other topics merely mentioning the term
populism, and deflated by missed sources using the terms “far-
right” or “radical right” instead of “populism”), it nonetheless
gives us a rough indication of just how much PRRPs have
been studied.

It has become clear in recent years that PRRPs can no
longer be dismissed as “fringe parties” condemned to permanent
opposition. On the contrary, many PRRPs have broken through
electorally, and are now represented in Parliament or in
coalition government in many countries. Not surprisingly, this
has reinvigorated 1990s debate about whether PRRPs have
discovered “a winning formula,” and the question now presenting
itself is whether these parties can be said to have discovered “a
new winning formula.”

From the mid-1980s onwards, when European PRRPs
suddenly began to attract a larger share of the votes in local
and national elections, political scientists stepped up efforts to
explain the growing electoral appeal of this likeminded party
family. Broadly speaking, early research into the rising appeal of
PRRPs focused on three factors, namely (a) the socio-economic
conditions under which PRRPs thrive, (b) the composition of
PRRPs’ voter base, and (c) the appeal of PRRPs’ messages and
party manifestos. Although there is now a large body of literature
examining each of these factors, the overall results are mixed, and
many old assumptions and hunches have proven incorrect.

To conclude, we fully expect the search for the PRRP voter
to continue, as well as the search for the independent variable
best predicting PRRP support. We already noted there is growing
consensus in PRRP research about the need to avoid either-or
thinking in demand-side vs. supply-side research. Unfortunately,
all too often populism research focuses on one or the other,
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but not both. As several authors have noted, there appears
to be a “strict division of labour” between the two strands
(Rydgren, 2007, p. 257; Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser, 2018, p.
1671), and we agree this is unhelpful and needs to be rectified
(Golder, 2016). We hope the model we are putting forward
will help researchers looking for ways to integrate supply- and
demand-side research.

We also expect the search for a (new) winning formula to
continue, and we hope that our paper will enrich this particular
search. In our view, PRRPs have indeed discovered a newwinning
formula, one that derives its strength from a combination of
being able to read and shape grievances and public sentiments.
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